Innovation just comes natural!
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Staying up to date in an industry that constantly fluctuates isn’t easy, but
being aware of the shifts in trends as they happen can keep you ahead of
the curve. To help stay informed and on top with industry trends, check out
our latest innovations!
HDF Doors - With the growing popularity of
HDF, BJ Tidwell Cabinetry has decided to
begin producing its Shaker and Sussex FP
and RP door styles—in both Full and Standard
overlay, in HDF material. We know that many
in this industry have certain preferences and
we strive to meet them.
HDF material is similar, but much harder
and denser than MDF, and offers a more
seamless look than painted solid wood. It also
comes with the added benefit of having the
durability to stand up to changes in heat or
humidity which helps to maintain the integrity
of the finish. Our goal is to offer only the best
in quality when it comes to our products.

RD Codes (Replacement Doors) - Here at BJ Tidwell Cabinetry, we strive for
continuous improvement with every product, project and process. Keeping
our customer’s needs in mind, we have revamped our replacement door/
drawer front ordering process, to make it more efficient and easier to order.
In order to simplify our door ordering process, we will be introducing RD
Codes. Instead of inputing door size when ordering replacement doors or
drawer fronts, you will now use an RD code, for example:
7 1/2 X 10 1/8 (Standard Overlay) and 8 5/8 X 11 1/4 (Full Overlay) are now
RD0912

Innovation just comes natural!

Each type of wood has its own characteristic color and grain pattern, and the color also can
be altered with stain. Please note, photography shown is for illustration purposes only and actual
colors may vary. For true representation of Dusk, a sample must be ordered.

At the end of the day just before it becomes dark -

DUSK

BJ Tidwell Cabinetry is thrilled to welcome a new stain inspired by beauty of
nature. Shown here in Urban II, Newport II and Shaker II, this elegant coloring
combines the richness of woodgrain and enhances it with a stunning mix of
gray hues—a perfect addition to our already vast color palette!
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